HARTING Contact Plating Guide

A Guide to Available Plating Options for HARTING PCB Connectors
Because of the variety of plating options available for PCB connectors, it can be difficult for a customer to identify the best fit.
This document provides guidance in the HARTING PCB connector range by explaining standardized "performance level"
plating and other plating options available on request.
At HARTING, standards driven, or performance level, plating is the norm for the majority of our PCB connectors. Demand
from various customers in different industries, however, has resulted in a small but growing list of custom-plated connectors.
This document can be used in conjunction with the white paper "Contact plating material options for electronic connectors"
available for download here (http://harting-u.com/contact-plating-material-options-electronic-connectors/). The white paper
provides in-depth analysis of contact plating's technical aspects. The paper explores the qualities of different plating
materials, and fretting wear caused by vibration.
Connector standardization ensures compatibility between connector manufacturers. In the area of contact plating,
performance levels require manufacturers to deliver products that guarantee a specified number of mating cycles in
accordance with a specific testing schedule. Sometimes referred to as "durability," performance level is used for various
connector series even though the number of mating cycles is not common across all standards.
For instance, Hard Metric 2.00mm connectors are manufactured according to IEC 61076-4-101 with performance levels 1 or
2, while DIN 41 612 connectors are manufactured according to IEC 60603-2 with performance levels 1, 2 or 3. In these two
examples, the performance levels for each type differ.
As shown in Exhibit 1, 2.00mm Hard Metric performance level 2 offers 250 mating cycles, while DIN 41 612 performance
level 2 offers 400 mating cycles. While the specifications vary for different connector types, the standard specified for each
type provides the end user with the assurance that a specific connector type from different suppliers will deliver the same
mating performance durability.

Exhibit 1: Performance level comparison
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While the mating cycles and testing parameters are defined within each standard, neither of these standards define the
plating chemistry for the contacts. Consequently, connector manufacturers have some freedom when defining both the
plating chemistry and the material thicknesses.

Gold and nickel plating

Over time this has resulted in connector manufacturers seeking alternative plating materials for both the mating area and the
contact termination area. For the latter, the RoHS initiative resulted in a move away from tin and lead plating, so that today
pure tin or pure nickel are widely accepted alternatives.
Meanwhile in the mating area, the high (and volatile) cost of gold forced connector manufacturers to seek materials with a
more stable cost base. One of the most common plating compositions used today is palladium and nickel (80/20) with gold
flash.
For the vast majority of customers, the change in plating materials is of no concern. The connector manufacturers must test
in accordance with the specification defined by the applicable standard, so the mating cycles number and associated gas
test do not change. When such a change is made, supporting test data is available to confirm that the requirements of the
standard are still met.
Additionally, some products are offered with a defined plating thickness, rather than to a performance level. For example,
HARTING High Density D-Subs and Waterproof D-Subs have a designation of "S4 plating" specifying 30µin thickness noble
metal, which can be either gold or palladium/nickel (80/20) with gold flash.
Some other products are offered with a defined plating thickness for historical reasons. The now-expired German Military
(VG) specification required 70µin of gold for DIN 41 612. A limited range of connectors are still available with this plating
chemistry and thickness even though the original specification is no longer maintained.
In addition to these exceptions to performance level plating, HARTING offers other special plated options based on
individual customer requests. Some customers may require a specific plating due to their own internal specifications or to
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meet requirements in their market segment where certain plating types are either preferred or demanded. In these situations
plating of either 30µin or 50µin gold are typical requests. Other customers define, for example, a requirement of 30µin or
50µinthickness, but can accept palladium/nickel (80/20) with gold flash.
Returning to the example of Hard Metric 2.00mm connectors, exhibit 2 displays a typical example of standard part numbers
for a type A female connector as shown in the catalog (performance levels 1 and 2) and also as shown on the drawing
where an additional version with 50µingold is offered.

Plating performance inspection
Exhibit 2: Part number options as shown in catalog and specific part number drawing
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Other plating options beyond those shown in exhibit 2 are available for 2.00mm Hard Metric and even more are available for
the DIN 41 612 connectors. For the latter, performance levels 1, 2 and 3 (acc to IEC 60603-2) are the versions shown in the
catalog.
Exhibit 3 shows these and the other possible platings. These include performance level based plating without
palladium/nickel and the thickness/material specific options. Together, there are 10 different ways that a connector could be
plated in this exhibit.
Exhibit 3: Performance level and specific plating options for DIN 41 612

Although this allows for the possibility that a single connector type could join 10 different part numbers, each one could differ
only in the plating specification. Additional part numbers are created based on customer requests. After set up, they
generally become available for purchase by other customers.
Minimum order quantities for specially plated versions vary depending on the connector type, gender and contact load.
Where the appropriate special contact types are already in stock, the minimum order quantity for a specially plated
connector may be as low as 500 pieces. However this number may be much higher for connectors containing a mix of
different contact types.
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Contact stamping inspection

For any customer with a requirement for a specially plated HARTING connector, our technical support department can be
reached at TechSupportUS@HARTING.com. Representatives can assist in identifying what versions currently exist or can
help in starting the process to set up a new part number. Such requests typically take approximately one week to calculate
pricing, lead time and minimum order quantity.
In summary, the majority of HARTING PCB connectors are offered with contact plating according to a performance level
defined by a standard. This makes product selection easy for most customers, with the added assurance of compatibility
between different manufacturers.
For those customers requiring a defined plating thickness or a defined plating material, HARTING has the flexibility to deliver
a non-standard variant in many cases. By understanding the diverse needs of customers, this approach allows us to provide
connectors with a variety of contact plating options to serve those markets and applications where standard contact plating
is not always acceptable.
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